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Fundamental							

InDesign serves the production of printing documents, like brochures, booklets, magazines,
flyers and more complex books. Texts, graphics, tables, diagrams and pictures, which were
provided with other programs, can be inserted in the InDesign document.

adobe indesign

The largest advantage of InDesign is it automates repetetive procedures. The user has a
wide range of functions which can be specified for each task. Working with InDesign is offered in a way which is more comfortable and faster.
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InDesign is the successor product of the layout program Pagemaker by the company Adobe
with a whole set of other programs (Illustrator, GoLive, Photoshop, Image ready). These
programs are interoperable and can be used in tandem for a project.
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Pre-setting								

When starting a new file this dialogue window appears. Therein the basic adjustments for
the document are made.

One can furnish several pages with same layout, e.g. create booklets on the basis of the
sample page fast and comfortably. The appropriate dialogue window is found under under:
Window/Pages.

number of
columns
adjust page
margins

Ruler, grids and guides

With InDesign one can place contents accurately to the millimeter on the page. For assistance use:
Rulers
found under: View/Show Rulers
As soon as one shifts something, the exact position appears
in the Transform dialog window. (Window/Transform)

pallet submenu

number of pages
page format

Pages						

orientation
separate
columns
from each
other

PAGE Size: Here the sheet format is specified. Standard formats are A4 and A3. Larger
formats are selectable only if a printer which can read these formats is already installed in
the computer.
Margins: Here the edges of the printable range are adjusted.
Columns: Here the number of columns will be entered. A layout over the whole sheet is
understood as a single column.
These adjustments can be made also later. The appropriate dialogue windows for changing
these elements are found under: File/Document Setup, Layout/Margins and Columns.

current page
next page

The attributes of the sample side are
applied automatically on all pages of the
document, so one can comfortably collecting mains create and does not have
to repeat the process for each individual
page the same attributes persist, e.g.
guide lines
With double-sided documents both the
left and the right sample side must be
furnished separately.

template for double-sided page.
double-click to
activate

baseline grid

rulers

Guides
all contents can be aligned to guide lines. When the Snap
to Guides feature is activated, contents arrange themselves
automatically at them.

Baseline grid
when the grid is made visible (View/Show Baseline Grid), it
appears as the page background. Grid units and color can
be changed under InDesign/Preferences.

document grid

Document grid
when visible (View/Show Document Grid) this raster also appears as the document background. Line distances and color
can be adjusted under InDesign/Preferences. If one wants to
align contents precisely on screen, View/Snap to Document
Grid must be activated.

			

Inserting content								

METHOD A: Frame tool link up

METHOD B: Insert directly

1. Place Frame at desired place and draw it
up to the appropriate size
2. In the menu under File/Place, select the
desired file

1. in the menu border over file/Place that
desired file select
2. with the mouse a framework within the
work ﬂ draw äche up.

If the size of inserted contents mostly does
there are two possibilities to repair this:

not fit within the drawn up frameworks,

Automatic adapt

Manually adapt

1. Under Object/Fitting from the main menu
contents there is the option to manipulate the
frame or the framed content (fit content to
Frame or Fit Frame to content)

1. With the black Arrow
from the tool pallet, drag out the frame’s
size and proportions
2. With the white arrow change the size of
the contents

Situation of the Frame:
Under Object/Arrange from the menu, one decides whether the frame is in the foreground or
background, e.g. text over a picture.

Tools							

online info about InDesign
arrow for frames

arrow for frame content

pen for angular free formings

text

pencil for soft free formings

line

rectangular frame

rectangular object

rotate

scale

shear

free transform of an object

eyedropper (colors)
button
hand (pan)

gradient
scissors (cuts frame)
zoom

fill and stroke colours
affect frames
apply color / apply gradient
‘working’ view

NOTE: All inserted elements are externally linked, i.e. InDesign notes the path to the places, where the
elements lie and each mark develops again if the linked file is opened. One should not remove these
contents from their original place and/or rename the files, because they are lost in this manner, for
InDesign.

Layers + colors

Layers pallet
Contents of a document can be placed
for better overview and handling on different layers. Advantages:
- fast screen layout
-keeping different versions e.g. in different languages
Swatches pallet
Use Window/Swatches to open a pallet
which provides color patterns to be assigned to the frames and texts.
Color pallet
Use Window/Color to open a pallet to
change the characteristics of the current
color.

fill and
stroke color

submenu

hide/unhide
layer
freeze/
unfreeze
no. of layers
in document

current layer

create new layer
delete layer

frame color/text color
color intensity
fill and
stroke color

submenu
select
swatch by
pick
doublecolor
clicking

affect text
apply none
overprint preview

CMYK

frame color/text color

Text framework + writing formats						
Extensive texts, e.g. novels, seldom fit into only one text framework, but pull themselves
over several pages. One can scale the text frames, proportions, form and color to adapt. So
that the text does not have to again be adapted each time, the text frameworks have a ‘flow’
function, i.e. the text frames are connected, and the text adapts to them automatically.
text frame linking
1. Draw up several frameworks
2. With the text tool within framework 1 click and
write and/or insert text. If the text is too long, a
plus appears at the side of the frame.
3. click with the plus sign with the white arrow,
until the cursor appears as text icon.
frame 1
frame 2
4. Move the cursor inside the second framework.
The cursor becomes a chain. Doubleclick within the frame. The continuation of the text from
the first frame is filled into the second frame.
5. If the text is still too long, fill a third frame and so on, ad infinitum.
writing formats

DIRECTLY connected printer
1. Specify sheet format: File/print/Setup
2. further attributes, such as double-sided printing
3. send to the printer

paper format
print settings

selected format

1. Specify Window/Type/Character Styles for the writing formats pallet.
2. select the desired text
3. Click the desired text format in the pallet. The marked text automatically takes on the
appropriate characteristics.

printer

INDIRECTLY connected
printer
1. Specify sheet format
2. further attributes, such as
double-sided printing
3. Create PS (Post Script)
file
One must first provide a
PostScrip file, which later
gets sent directly to a printer
or over the Internet.
3.1. Open Printing menu
under File/Print
3.2. Open Printer submenu
3.3. Open Output options
3.4. Select PostScript as the
printer
3.5. Save and Print. The file
is sent to the printer

submenu

InDesign possesses the option of creating predefined text formats,
e.g. for titles, sub-titles, captions. This can speed up the production
of a document. Advantages:
- when reusing the same writing formats
- changes to the format in the pallet are implemented immediately
in the document.

Printing									

print area

Data format + Help

in

out

some data formats that InDesign reads;

some data formats that InDesign creates;

images: TIF, PICT, JPG
vectors: EPS
text: DOC, RTF, or copy and paste text
directly into a frame from another
program

INDD: the program’s default format
export formats (File/Export)
PDF: portable document format readily
accessible by many programs
HTML: hypertext markup language for
internet use

Help
the program has several guides, instructions and
learning references under Help/InDesign Help to assist in any task relating to use of the software.

